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HALLOUMI & OTHER
DAIRY PRODUCTS

FOOD
OF THE GODS
C

yprus’ rich history in gastronomy finds its roots
from ancient times. Through the centuries,
unique flavours and authentic recipes have
emerged, which is why the island is now making its mark
with its exceptional indigenous products, which combine
the traditional character with an ultimate gourmet
essence.
Awareness from importers all around the world
regarding Cypriot products has reached an all time high,
through the careful implementation of a targeted export
promotion strategy led by the Cyprus Ministry of Energy,
Commerce, Industry & Tourism.
It’s well-known that the sun baked island of Cyprus
produces a huge range of tasty foodstuffs, many of which
are already extremely popular abroad.

Production methods, standards
and flexibility

retailers who are looking for products which are tasty and
different. The unique range of foods available from Cyprus
fills all these requirements. It’s because of the size of this
market that Cyprus has developed reliable, efficient and
competitive export facilities. Also, the location of Cyprus
offers great access to European, Middle East and Asian
markets where the Mediterranean style Cypriot
food has been proven to be successfully
merchandised.
Cypriot manufacturers market their
own labels or produce for importers and
retailers under their own brand. They
pride themselves on offering great
value and high standards of service
while they prepare their products using
the best ingredients and to authentic
traditional recipes.

During the past few years and especially after the
accession to the EU in 2004, Cyprus has made a huge
investment in its food industry and most products are
produced on an industrial scale using new technology and
processes meaning increased export capabilities.
Halloumi, for instance, once a cottage industry produced
salty cheese which was preserved in brine, has been
improved by modern, technological production methods,
delivering a unique traditional delicacy which can be
produced solely in Cyprus. Hygiene standards are keenly
followed and monitored throughout the manufacture of
the island’s exportable foods, while vacuum and other
airtight packaging ensures that products reach their
worldwide markets in premium condition. Increased
interest in health means that corners cannot be cut at any
stage of the production process. The ranges are produced
by state of the art technology, and all machinery are
custom made, so as to maintain the same quality level as
those produced manually. After all, Cyprus has its own
niche in the marketplace with quality, flavor, traceability,
tradition and authenticity as main characteristics.
Importers should be aware that great importance is
placed upon flexibility and that many of the products
made on the island can be tailored to the demands of
the customer.

With the runaway success of Halloumi cheese, which has quickly become
“
a staple in households around the world, other food manufacturers from the
sun-kissed island have followed suit.
”
A Taste of Cyprus

Export

The market for food from Cyprus is a large one. As well as
appealing to the Cypriot community abroad and
customers with established tastes for the island’s food,
the products have proven appeal for customers of
delicatessen, farm shops, food halls and independent
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Halloumi, for which Cyprus is justly
famed for centuries, was produced
by families and consumed as an
essential part of their daily diet. It
has now become a runaway
success with international cheese
buyers.
White, semi-hard Halloumi is
made from sheep and/or goat’s
milk, or blends with or without
cow’s milk. Originally, it was soaked
and preserved in brine, a process
which gave the cheese its salty
taste and enabled it to be kept for
long periods. Following the massive
success of Halloumi, it is now
manufactured on an industrial scale
by modern producers using the
latest technology; vacuum
packaging has been introduced and
widely used, while the more
traditional techniques are still
maintained on a smaller scale.
Halloumi has secured a worldwide market, with large
consignments being
despatched regularly to
continental Europe,
Scandinavia,
Australia, the
Middle East and
the USA.
This
springytextured
cheese is unique
to the island,
producers stress.
The flavour of Cyprus
Halloumi is the result of a
combination of uniquely
Cypriot factors such as the warm
climate and the fodder that the
island produces for Cyprus-bred
sheep and goats. The milk is
completely different from milk
produced in Europe or elsewhere,
producers say. The uniqueness of
this product has proved an
important factor in its success both
at home and abroad.
It's worth noting, though, that
while Halloumi may lead Cyprus’
dairy export drive, it's by no means
alone in the dairy market. Dairy is
big business on the island, with
some of the larger dairies producing
cheeses such as fresh
(salted/unsalted) or dry Anari,
Kefalotyri (also known as
Kashkaval) as well as yoghurt,
cream, smoothies and flavoured
milk products.
Halloumi may dominate Cyprus'
food exports but the island
produces a wonderful and always
appetizing array of food and drink,
all with proven appeal for
consumers in every corner of
the world.
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HERBS AND TEA

Climate and the altitude of the
plantations contribute to making
Cyprus a success story in the
production of premium herbs and
tea. Herbs grow readily and sell as
quickly in modern packaging and
attractive sachets. Others lend
themselves to the production of
teas, and herbal teas now available
are Anise, Sage, Nettle, Marjoram,
Spearmint, Basil, Lavender,
Chamomile and many more. In fact,
such is the island's
suitability for growing
herbs, that delicious
teas of most
varieties are now
being offered.
Producers of
these herbal
and organic
teas believe
that the
difference is all in
the power of the
herbs, the strength of
their flavour and their
distinctive aroma. In the case of
herb products grown on the island,
they say, only a small quantity is
required to achieve the desired
result. Both loose tea and pyramid
shape tea bags are available in a
range of flavours.

FRUIT AND
ALCOHOLIC DRINKS

Freshly-picked apples, oranges,
lemons, peaches, grapes and
grapefruit provide just some of the
quality fruit needed for fruit juices
and for the concentrates used in the
production of the extensive range
of fruit drinks that are now available
to the market. Additive-free juice
drinks are sold in varying sizes in
attractively-designed Tetra-Pak
cartons. Fruit-flavoured smoothies
are popular on the island and these
flavoursome long-life drinks, along
with brightly-packaged
fun ranges for children,
are expected to be
popular buys in
the export
market. Note
that Cypriot
producers can
often tailor
products to the
requirements of
customers.
Bottled natural
Cyprus spring water
can add a point of
difference to retailers' drinks
ranges, while those who prefer their
drinks of the alcoholic variety will
enjoy Zivania, Cyprus' unique, clear
alcoholic beverage, distilled on the
island, which is particularly suitable
for pairing with Cyprus' traditional
meat products. Alternatively,
buyers searching for instant
refreshment or just wanting to
rekindle memories of a happy
Cyprus holiday, need look no
further than the island's awardwinning flavoursome beers.

SAVOURY
PRODUCTS

Crispy savoury snacks and croutons
are much in demand on the island.
Consumers with a taste for savoury
flavours will enjoy Cyprus'
tempting selection and
wide range of
interesting and
appetizing snacks.
Crispy wheat
sticks, vitaminenriched rusks,
sweet cookies,
crisp cakes and
crisprolls offer
international
consumers the
snacks they enjoy,
with a Cypriot spin.
There are snacks with a real
difference too: look out for crispy
olive rolls, cookies containing tahini,
biscuits with raisins and almonds
and crispy rolls with Halloumi.
Cyprus offers consumers a wide
choice of croutons, too. As well as
wheat and whole wheat varieties,
it's possible to buy bags of barley
croutons and croutons with olives.

Biscuits

The Cypriots are partial to a biscuit or two
with their morning coffee and they produce
a wide range of tempting snacks, which not
only constitute the bulk of biscuit products sold in
grocery outlets on the island but are also exported far and
wide. The biscuits, often based on traditional recipes, are
manufactured in technologically-advanced factories with
HACCP, ISO and Biocert certification – proof of the
companies' dedication to quality in the workplace as well
as their products.
Cypriot producers are experienced in adapting to the
ever-changing demands of customers and are constantly
coming up with new novelty and niche biscuit products.
They also manufacture many popular European
favourites, from digestives, petit beurres and cream-filled
wafers to chocolate, orange and hazelnut creams, which
are excellent value for money and exported worldwide via
the superb network of shipping and airline connections.
Biscuit manufacturers have invested in new state-ofthe- art equipment to ensure smooth operation and high
standards of quality. Their investment has significantly
increased their production capacity and provided
flexibility and higher product quality standards. Due to
high market demand for their key brands the companies
have invested in high speed automated packing
systems which have considerably improved
their manufacturing efficiency. Their
factories are designed with high
standards of hygiene and HACCP
requirements, which is extremely
important as they help to detect and
minimise 'problematic' products and
unsatisfied consumers.
Perhaps of special interest to
specialist fine food retailers and
delicatessen buyers are delicious and
very traditional Cypriot biscuits – loved
by the island's native population and
gastronomic tourists, but not quite so well
known to the average foreign consumer. Typically,
these varieties are based on traditional recipes and
flavoured with ingredients synonymous with Cyprus,
such as aniseed, tahini, sesame seeds, olive oil, cinnamon,
almonds and raisins. Perfect for export to retailers of
speciality food, they are attractively packaged and offer a
truly tempting and exotic alternative.
Reduced sugar and low-fat biscuits are also
manufactured in Cyprus to satisfy a strong market
demand such as traditional cookies sweetened with grape
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juice rather than refined
sugar, appealing directly
to health-conscious
consumers who are
looking to cut down on
their sugar intake.

Ice cream

With its balmy
Mediterranean climate,
shady tavernas and sundrenched beaches,
luxury ice cream is a
summer staple in Cyprus,
enjoyed by both tourists
and locals. Not surprisingly,
island producers are
experienced in producing
delicious ice cream and lollies
using high quality ingredients
and modern equipment – and
maintain the highest standards of
food safety and quality in
accordance with the ISO 22000,
HACCP food safety system, the ISO
9001 quality management system and
the International Ice Cream Association.
Many Cypriot ice creams and related
frozen products are ideal for export worldwide
including family pack and bulk ice cream. At the
same time, the island’s manufacturers, due to the
size of the market, are extremely flexible in respect to
special recipes and minimum production runs, which can
be stumbling block for other European ice cream
producers.
As well as premium ice cream manufactured in the
traditional way using whole milk, fresh cream, fresh eggs,
pure sugar, premium natural flavouring and ripe fruits,
Cypriot ice cream producers have also tapped into the
health-conscious market. Look out for the myriad of
products aimed at customers who are looking to reduce
their sugar and fat consumption without compromising on
flavour. Fat-free ice cream sweetened with stevia, the allnatural sweetener, comes in popular vanilla, chocolate and
strawberry flavours, while honey and walnut frozen
yoghurt is low in fat and captures the taste of the
Mediterranean. Fat-free sorbet in mouth-watering,
summery flavours like rose, peach and watermelon offer a
point of difference, and lactose-free ice cream products
cater for the dairy-intolerant consumer.

TRADITIONAL
MEAT PRODUCTS

With its balmy Mediterranean climate, shady tavernas
“
and sun-drenched beaches, luxury ice cream is a summer
favourite in Cyprus, enjoyed by both tourists and locals.
”
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The island's cold meats, often
marinated in dried coriander, seeds
and local wine before being dried
and smoked, offer meat counters
something truly flavoursome
and definitely different.
Cyprus traditional
smoked ham has a
piquant taste and
a pleasing
texture which is
quite unlike
ham products
available on the
foreign
markets.
Among the local
smoked delicacies
produced and enjoyed
on the island are Sheftalia
(ground pork or lamb sausage,
mixed with fine chopped onions
and parsley and wrapped in caul
fat), Lountza (pork loin), Hiromeri
(back leg of pork), Posirti (bacon),
traditional smoked sausages (made
from rich red wine and aromatic
spices) and Pastourmas (peppered
beef sausage). While many of these
full- flavoured meat products are
still made in the traditional way,
investment in new machines and
technology keeps up with the
enormous demand. Whether
consumed as part of a meal or as
tasty hors d'oeuvres, Cyprus
meats are ready to bring their
pleasing and quite unique flavours
to tables around the world.
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The species currently produced and sold in most
quantity are sea bream and sea bass. Freshwater fish
cultured in Cyprus on a commercial basis includes rainbow
trout. The fisheries sector is an important one and, as said,
a developing element in the economy especially of several
coastal areas, since its significant business potentials
generate substantial income and work opportunities, thus
contributing to the social and economic welfare of the
local residents.

SNACK, BAKERY AND
FROZEN PRODUCTS
Retailers in various markets are
now discovering that Cyprus also
exports some fantastic snacks and
bakery, products which are
sufficiently tasty and original to
excite their interest. From coiled and
stuffed pitas to pasta with a
difference and lots of high quality
frozen foods to tempt jaded palates,
a unique combination of taste and
convenience awaits every retailer.
While people nowdays spent
more time away from home, it is not
surprising that Cyprus has
developed a great number of
interesting and toothsome snacks
to keep hunger at bay throughout
the day, providing exciting
alternatives to the run of the mill
croissants and rolls of the standard
Continental breakfast often eaten.
There’s plenty to choose from,
too, whatever time of day the snack
is taken. The most well known are
of course, the delicious koupes
which are bulgur croquettes filled
with mince meat or mushrooms.
Tasty pitas are made in a coil and are
available filled with local cheese,
cream and with spinach grown on
the island. Rolini are another snack
whose appeal to customers is likely
to be broad. These small, tubular
snacks are also available in spinach
and cheese, cream and cheese
varieties and also filled with olives.
Puff pastries enjoy a huge
popularity and among the formats
which can be easily exported to
retailers are bite-sized pastries in
apple, almond, cheese, cheese with
ham, Halloumi and sausage
varieties. From crispy breadsticks,
croutons, bags of wheat and rye
rusks, olive rolls and raisin toasts, to
crackers, rice cakes and bread rolls
flavoured with orange, anise and
honey, many of these
attractive products
have already proven
popular with
tastes abroad.
Flavoursome
fillings are very
popular with
Cypriots and
other
consumers can
now find out why.
Of particular note
to people wishing to
ring the changes with
their pasta is Cyprus’s ravioli,
which may be filled with Halloumi
cheese or spinach and cheese.
Pasta is also available in all the usual
shapes, from fusilli and macaroni to
rigatoni and vermicelli.
And if that taste is for sweet
things, then there is plenty here to
satisfy that demand too. The island
produces a wide variety of sweet
delicacies, from the vegan option of

Traditional Sweets

top quality premium products, celebrated amongst
foodies and chefs for their superior flavour, thanks to the
country's unique climate and superior soils. Cypriot black
and green olives, from native Cyprus olive trees, have a
reputation for being among the finest in the world.
The olive tree co-existed with the inhabitants of
Cyprus from the Neolithic period (6th millennium BC) to
the present day. The cultivation of the olive tree began
during the 2nd millennium BC but the earliest evidence of
production of olive oil on the island goes back to the end
of the 13th century BC, the period to which the oldest
olive presses that have been discovered in settlements
and temples date back.
Companies producing olive oil in Cyprus are under
particular supervision and control of specialized
international companies and institutes issuing quality
certificates, which guarantees the highest standards of
Cypriot products. Cypriot extra virgin olive oil is well
known for having a magnificent gold colour, influenced by
the perfect climatic and soil conditions of Cyprus. In the
past decade an increasing number of Cypriot olive oil
manufacturers have been producing organic olive oil and
promoting it with fascinating branding, expanding the
already great variety of Cypriot olive oil.

But the ice cream industry in
Cyprus has gone one step further
now by offering all natural frozen
dessert for dogs, dairy and salt free, with
no sugar or artificial ingredients added,
showcasing what innovation driven
businesses can deliver.

Chocolate

Chocolates produced on the island of
Cyprus are internationally renowned for
their outstanding quality. The country
is home to a handful of specialist
producers, lauded for their unique and
highly regarded products. One of the
companies exports its own handcrafted, luxury chocolates all over the
world, filled with unique flavours of Cyprus.
It utilizes locally-grown ingredients and herbs
from the sun-drenched island, such as rose water,
walnuts, zivania, lemons, almonds and sweet black
cherries, to create a truly Cypriot delicacy.
Cyprus is also a producer and exporter of high quality
couvertures, chocolate spreads and beautiful foilwrapped chocolate Christmas and Easter gifts.

“

Some innovative manufacturers have utilised well-known
superfoods to create luxury chocolates with health
benefits – one uses single cacao beans from South
America, which are harvested and stored under carefully
controlled hygienic conditions and then processed in a
unique, gentle way, without the use of chemicals. This
results in a luxurious-tasting, natural and delicious end
product, much higher in flavanoids, amino acids and
antioxidants than other types of chocolate. The product is
further enhanced with the addition of Cyprus royal jelly,
which also contains many powerful and essential
antioxidants and amino acids with reputed health and
beauty-boosting properties.

Olive oil

Cyprus is particularly renowned for its high quality olive
oils. With groves aplenty, its oils are already recognised as

Chocolates produced on the island of Cyprus are
internationally renowned for their outstanding quality

”
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Cyprus produces a variety of traditional products that
have been passed on from generation to generation up
until today. These products are still produced in large
quantities, available for consumption in the local market
as well as exporting to international markets.
Homemade spoon sweets of Cyprus are many and
varied, but they are typically flavoured with the fragrant
plants that grow in the region – sweet fig, rose water,
lemons, almonds, carob, bergamot and masticha.
Other traditional products include:
Soutzoukos (grape rolls), produced with almonds or
walnuts sewed onto cotton thread and dipped into
palouzes (thick like sweet jelly made from grape must and
flour) several times for a number of days and then left to
dry and take its final form
Loukoumia Yeroskipou (Cyprus delights),
traditional sweet product available in a range
of diverse flavours including, rose,
mandarin, orange, vanilla and chocolate.
Loukoumi Yeroskipou is the first
traditional food product of Cyprus to
receive an approval as a Product of
Geographic Indication under
EU regulations
Carob products which have carob as
their main ingredient and examples of
these products are carob syrup, pastelaki
(peanut brittle), carob chocolate and
carob powder.
The range of quality products is broad and
Cypriot manufacturers pride themselves on offering great
value and high standards of product and service.
Traditional products of Cyprus are still produced using the
same traditional methods preserving the exciting range of
exotic flavours, but new technology has come into use
so as to improve quality, reduce cost and maintain
hygiene standards in order to be able to compete in
international markets.
Traditional sweets can be found in supermarkets,
department stores, grocery stores, bakeries, hotels and
restaurants across Cyprus. After the manufacturing
companies enlarged, they are now proud to be able to
meet the needs of international customers and export
has taken an increasingly important share of the business.

Farmed fish

The commercial fishery sector in Cyprus comprises
principally marine capture fishery and aquaculture
although there is some recreational fishing providing good
angling for locals and visitors. With limited fresh water
availability, aquaculture in Cyprus mainly refers to marine
with open sea cage culture used. After some years of
research, the first marine fish fattening unit, which used
land based coastal installations, commenced operations in
1988. The first commercial fish farm started production in
Cyprus in 1991.
Today, the commercial fishery sector of Cyprus is
consisted of offshore cage fish farms, marine hatcheries
and shrimp farms. The latter adopt unique biotechnology
techniques and produce a significant share of the total
production from aquaculture in the Mediterranean. The
main species of marine fish farmed on a commercial basis
are the gilthead sea bream (Sparus aurata), European sea
bass (Dicentrachus labrax), and Northern bluefin tuna
(Thunnus thynnus) with significant quantities of
Sharpsnout sea bream (Diplodus puntazzo), Shi drum
(Umbrina cirrosa), Japanese sea bream (Pagrus major)
and Red porgy (Pagrus pagrus).
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tahini bread rolls, to bourekia with
sweet filling of fresh unsalted Anari
cheese mixed with sugar and
dusted with icing sugar.
Products can be imported from
Cyprus both as ambient products in
attractive, modern packaging and
frozen. Along with coiled pitas and
tubular rolini and pastry, Cypriot
products all ready to furnish
freezers include everything from
pizzas and pizza bases, ham, beef
and chicken burgers to all kinds of
finger food bites and crepes.
Everything ready to be boiled or
baked and served within minutes.

DRIED NUTS
AND FRUIT

Cyprus has a huge appetite for
snacks: nuts and wheat-based
snacks sell well and have proved
popular with both islanders and
visitors. Dry roasted nuts (both
salted and unsalted), raw nuts, nut
brittle bars and packs of dried
fruit, including dried figs,
prunes, cranberries,
mango and dates
are all very
popular snacks.
New
variations now
making an
exciting
difference in the
market include
flavoured varieties
of nuts and also trail
mixes. Cyprus nut
producers place great
importance on the procurement of
the best quality raw materials,
which are subjected to strict quality
control all throughout preparation
procedure.

A comprehensive Directory
of Exporters can be found on
the Cyprus High Commission
Trade Centre in London
website:
www.cyprustrade.com

